
ROMEO AND JULIET 

EXTRA CREDIT ASSIGNMENT 

You have the opportunity to add 5 points to your Romeo and Juliet unit test. Your task is to write 

a sonnet reflecting on this year in English class. You could summarize what we have read and 

learned. You could write it as a warning or information letter to a future student. You could retell 

a story of something that happened in class. Have fun! Remember that you can shorten words 

(o’er) or lengthen them to get the correct number of syllables. 

 

This is an all or nothing assignment. To get the FULL credit: 

 It must be typed 

 It must have an appropriate title 

 It must have the correct form of a sonnet (14 lines, 10 syllables in each line, abab cdcd 

efef gg rhyme scheme) 

 Your name and class period must be on the back 

THIS IS DUE TUESDAY, MAY 22, 2018 at the beginning of your class period. No 

exceptions. 
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